Referee #1

We thank you very much for the thoughtful and thorough review of our manuscript. The very helpful comments and suggestions have greatly improved the quality of this paper. Below, we give a point-by-point response to the comments and suggestions of the reviewer, in the order of (1) comments from Referees, (2) author's response (referee comments in black; author's response in blue).

(1) comments from Referees

General comments

In the manuscript “Brief communication: Identification of 140,000-year-old blue ice in Grove Mountains, East Antarctica, by krypton-81 dating” by Z. Hu et al., the authors present the results of the determination of the age of air bubbles in blue ice from the Grove Mountains BIA in Elizabeth Princess Land, East Antarctica, using the 81Kr technique. Two samples showed an average age of ~143 ka. Together with the reported terrestrial age of a chondrite, the authors concluded that Grove Mountains BIA holds considerable potential for paleoclimate studies.

The manuscript introduces the identification of a novel area of BIA in Antarctica that could be suitable for paleoclimate studies. The authors highlight that the region of Grove Mountains can be included in the record of BIAs in Antarctica such as Mount Moulton and Patriot Hills in West Antarctica, and Allan Hills, Taylor Glacier, and Larsen Glacier in East Antarctica, holding old ice which could help to investigate past climate changes.

The text is generally clear and the enclosed results are worthy of publication, however, I do suggest some improvements, especially regarding the identification of Grove Mountains as a potential ice coring/paleoclimate studies site. The discussion should be expanded on this topic, including some comments on radar profiles and ice stratigraphy. The dating technique is properly described and I do not have specific comments on that. The use of the English language is appropriate and the concepts are clearly presented.

Here I enclose some comments that I hope would improve the quality of the manuscript. I am looking forward to reading the new version of the text.

(1) author's response

Thanks for your efforts, and we appreciate your kind words about the value of this work.

(2) comments from Referees

Specific comments:
Materials and methods section: the authors highlight since the introduction section that the BIA of Grove Mountains (GM) could hold ice hold enough for paleoclimate studies, especially for ice core drilling. I believe that this strong affirmation should be followed by a more expanded discussion in the “site and sample” subsection. In Figure 1c the authors show a radar profile of the transect, the discussion may start from this picture such as: how is the ice layering there? Where potential drilling sites could be identified? Is it an area where short cores or long cores could be drilled? If the whole point of this manuscript is to identify a new area for ice coring and paleoclimate studies, this additional discussion would improve the impact of this study.

(2) author’s response

Agree and thank you for the thoughtful comments. Following your comments, additional discussion about the shallow ice core drill sites was included in section 4.0, as follows,

To obtain old ice, the potential drilling sites in the BIAs are usually located in the upstream of the ice flow, where the ice stream was blocked by the nunataks for the first time, like the drilling sites in Allan Hills (Yan et al., 2019). Accordingly, the potential old ice drilling sites in Grove Mountains BIA are expected to be around the mid-Gale Escarpment, following the ice flow direction in this region (Figure 1). It is noted that there are a large number of ice crevasses formed on the side of the mid-Gale Escarpment facing the ice flow, making it currently inaccessible from the ground. The radar profile provides the direct observations of deep englacial stratigraphy in this BIA (Figure 1c). However, only some disturbed layers can be imaged, at depths of 200-400m beneath the ice surface. The radar image showed that the internal layers are not well identified at a depth of >500m, which could be the result of complex ice flow patterns around the nunataks. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the subglacial topographic mountains may cause the ice to flow toward the surface, especially near the nunataks, where the ice depth is relatively shallow, at a few hundred meters. These areas are expected to be potential shallow ice core drilling sites, i.e., easier access to the bottom old ice.

In addition, the detailed methods on the ice radar survey were included in the Materials and Methods, subsection 2.3 Ice radar survey.

(3) comments from Referees

Materials and methods section: around line 80 the authors describe how the samples were collected. Could you please provide some additional information? What was the size of the samples? Depth, length, etc.. Did you perform a preliminary visual inspection of the ice? Any cracks, or melted layers? Do you have pictures of the sampling in Antarctica and of the samples? A picture of the sampling in the field would be very interesting to see.

(3) author’s response

Thanks for your useful comments. More information on the sampling is included in this section, as follows:
The sampling size is approximately 40 × 40 × 40 cm. The ice samples are irregular blocks with length ranging from about 10 cm to 30 cm. Based on the visual inspection, there are no clear cracks and melted layers in the ice at the sampling site.

In addition, one picture showing the surface morphology of the blue ice at the sampling site is included in Figure 1 (Figure 1d). Accordingly, this subsection (2.1 Site and sample description) was re-visited.

(4) comments from Referees

Discussion and conclusion section: In line 175 the authors stress that the GM BIA could provide large ice samples to study past climate changes. To improve the discussion and support the conclusions Hu et al. here can include some lines about stratigraphy and potential ice core drilling discussed in the “material and methods section” (see comment above).

(4) author’s response

Agree and thanks. Additional discussion on the stratigraphy and potential ice core drilling sites is now included in the section 4.0 Discussion and Conclusions.

(5) comments from Referees

Technical corrections

Line 35: would be worth mentioning the Beyond Epica Oldest Ice project and include a more recent reference since the drilling has already started. See https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/12/2167/2018/ and the official website https://www.beyondepica.eu/en/about/

(5) author’s response

Thank you for bringing this point, added in the revised manuscript. Now it reads, International efforts are underway to locate and retrieve an ice core dating back to 1.5 Myr that is in stratigraphic order (Fischer et al., 2013; Passalacqua et al., 2018), e.g., the ongoing Beyond Epica Oldest Ice project at Little Dome C (https://www.beyondepica.eu/en/about/).

(6) comments from Referees

Line 40: please change “being exhumed” to “brought to the surface”

(6) author’s response

Done.
(7) comments from Referees

Lines 41-42: the affirmation “The presence of meteorites that have terrestrial ages up to 2 Myr in the BIAs hints at the existence of ice that is older than 800 kyr (Scherer et al., 1997)” is a bit strong especially because Scherer et al. dated the ice close the meteorite to be 325 ka old. The sentence could be rephrased with “300 ka old ice”.

(7) author’s response

Agree and done, now it reads,

The presence of meteorites that have terrestrial ages up to 2 Myr in the BIAs hints at the existence of 300 kyr old ice (Scherer et al., 1997).

(8) comments from Referees

Lines 45: please substitute “Nevertheless, to date debris-free ice samples have been recovered from only five blue ice areas for the purpose of paleoclimate studies” with “To date debris-free ice, ice samples were recovered from only five blue ice areas” and remove “for the purpose of paleoclimate studies”

(8) author’s response

We have rephrased this sentence to improve clarity: Debris-free ice samples were recovered from only five blue ice areas for the purpose of paleoclimate studies so far. “To date” actually means “so far” in this context, and might be confusing to readers as it can also be interpreted as “to determine the age of”.

(9) comments from Referees

Line 49: please substitute the sentence with “In this study, we focus on the Grove Mountains, which consist of a series…”

(9) author’s response

Done.

(10) comments from Referees

Figure 1b: please enlarge the red triangle size to be easier to spot.

(10) author’s response

Done.

(11) comments from Referees

Line 172: Please start the sentence with “Our study shows that ice surface at Grove Mountains dates back
to the Last Interglacial, holding important ..”

(11) author's response
Revised, and now reads,
*Our study shows that ice surface at Grove Mountains dates back to the Last Interglacial, holding important implications for paleoclimate studies.*

(12) comments from Referees

Lines 177-180: this is a very “heavy” sentence and I suggest that this might be too much in this manuscript. Then Allan Hills is located in West Antarctica, which may be too far to make a comparison. I suggest avoiding this sentence and focusing only on the obtained results for GMs and suggesting the presence of older ice.

(12) author's response
Allan Hills is also located in East Antarctica, as Grove Mountain does. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that a direct analogy about the presence of old ice needs more information to corroborate. Therefore, this sentence was removed in the updated version. This paragraph was re-organized. Please refer the first paragraph in section 4. Discussion and Conclusions.

(13) comments from Referees

Lines 185-190: I suggest moving those lines after line 173 to make this section more easy to read. It is easier for the reader to be reminded of the results at the beginning of the results section.

(13) author's response
Done.

(14) comments from Referees

Lines 173 onwards should be then adjusted consequently.

(14) author's response
This paragraph was re-organized.

(15) comments from Referees

Line 191: please substitute “past warm intervals” with “past Interglacials”

(15) author's response
Done.
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